HAILSHAM TOWN COUNCIL
NEIGHBOURHOOD PLANNING COMMITTEE

AGENDA
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN
Of a meeting of the Neighbourhood Planning Committee, to be held at the Fleur-de-Lys
Council Chambers/Meeting Rooms, Market Street, Hailsham, on

Thursday 14th July 2016 at 7.00 p.m.
1.

Prior to commencement of formal business of the meeting, a period of not more
than 15 minutes will be assigned for the purpose of permitting members of the
public to address the committee, or ask questions on matters relevant to the
responsibilities of this committee, at the discretion of the Chairman.
The order of formal business to be transacted will thereafter be as follows:

2.

Apologies for Absence
To receive notice of declarations of personal and prejudicial interest in respect of
items on this agenda.

3.

Declarations of Interest
To receive notice of declarations of personal and prejudicial interest in respect of
items on this agenda

4.

Minutes of Previous Meeting
To note and adopt or amend the minutes of the meeting of the Neighbourhood
Planning Committee held on Thursday 30th June 2016.

5.

Introduction to Consultants
To receive an introduction to the consultants appointed for the Neighbourhood Plan
Contract and discuss the next steps

6.

Progress against Plan
To discuss current progress against the original Neighbourhood Plan Project Plan

7.

Stakeholder Engagement
To discuss future plans for further Stakeholder Engagement
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8.

Financial Statement
To note the financial statement of expenditure against budget for the project and
discuss the budget

9.

Grant Application for NHP
To discuss the status of any grant applications for the NHP

10.

Date of next meeting
To discuss whether to set an additional date for the next committee meeting and
any other sub-meetings required
Dated 6th July 2016

JOHN HARRISON
Town Clerk

Committee Membership
Cllr N. Collinson
Cllr N. Coltman
Cllr S. Cottingham
Cllr C. Collinson O’Toole
Cllr M. Laxton
Cllr G. Moore
Cllr J. Puttick
Cllr P. Soane
Cllr C. Triandafyllou

Non Council Members
Ms V. Browne
Mr S. Cross
Ms H. Deehan
Mr K. Hinton
Ms J. Walters
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Hailsham Neighbourhood Plan – High Level Draft Initial Project Programme
Stage
Starting Up
and
Designation
of Plan area

Tasks
Getting organised

Produce an initial high level programme/
timetable for developing the Neighbourhood
Plan (NP)
Define the Neighbourhood Plan (NP) area and
submit an application and map of the area to
Wealden District Council (WDC)
Produce draft initial scope themes for NP
WDC acknowledge application and
publish/consult for a minimum of six weeks
WDC confirm NP area designation
Prepare brief for consultants and seek
Expressions of Interest
Interview consultants and select/appoint
Develop Communication/
Engagement/Marketing Strategy
(what/who/how/when/why)

Developing
the Draft Plan

Community
Engagement and
Consultation

Information/awareness raising community
event/s (based on
communication/engagement/marketing
strategy).
Initial Questionnaire - promote awareness and
understanding, gather local views on doing the
Neighbourhood Plan, establish local issues and
priorities
Analyse questionnaire responses and gauge
support and understanding of neighbourhood
planning, broadly define key issues and
priorities from responses

Building the Evidence
Base

Defining Themes/
Scope and Content

Review events and questionnaire to ensure
engagement was inclusive and accessible to all
Gather existing information e.g. demographic
and socio-economic information,
designated/protected sites, views from the initial
questionnaire and community events
Assess evidence gathered to identify gaps
Establish what evidence is still required and
where it may be sourced
Source or produce additional evidence if
required
Undertake mapping exercise - e.g.
infrastructure, trees and environmental
elements, leisure/recreation facilities, shops,
historical assets etc
Hold community events to present various
development options and feedback results from
the initial questionnaire/engagement
Develop draft vision and objectives for the
Neighbourhood Plan based on evidence and
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Stage

Tasks

Drafting the Plan

Pre-submission
Consultation

Finalise Plan

Formal
Submission
and
Independent
Examination

Submission of Plan &
WDC Approval

consultation to date
Consider how long will the plan stand for and
how often should it be refreshed
Review relevant local and national planning
policies and guidance
Based on consultation responses and evidence
gathered, refine initial key themes for the
Neighbourhood Plan
Based on consultation responses and evidence
gathered, identify sites for development and
sites for protecting from development e.g.
valuable community spaces
Decide plan layout, format, design etc
Draft planning policies and guidance
Seek advice from WDC on other assessments
that may be required, e.g. Strategic
Environmental Assessment (SEA), Habitats
Regulations Assessment (HRA), Environmental
Impact Assessment (EIA), flood risk
assessment etc
Carry out a Sustainability Check - consider
mitigation measures to alleviate negative
impacts and maximise positive outcomes
Finalise draft planning policies
Compile draft Neighbourhood Plan
Check conformity with WDC Local Plan
Finalise draft Neighbourhood Plan and get
formal Town Council approval
Informal community consultation on draft
Neighbourhood Plan to ensure it represents
what the community want - also feedback on
results from detailed questionnaire and
demonstrate how the Neighbourhood Plan
tackles the issues raised.
Formal six week consultation on Neighbourhood
Plan as per Neighbourhood Planning
Regulations
Make any amendments necessary following
pre-submission consultation
Produce Consultation Statement in line with the
Neighbourhood Planning Regs - summarising
all consultation and engagement throughout
process and detailing the comments received
during the pre-submission consultation and
responses
Produce Basic Conditions Statement in line with
the Neighbourhood Planning Regs
Get final approval and sign off from Town
Council as Qualifying Body and agreement to
submit to WDC
Submit the Neighbourhood Plan to WDC. This
must include a map and statement identifying
the area, Consultation Statement, confirmation
that it meets legal obligations (Basic Conditions
Statement), any other assessments required
such as SEA, EIA etc
WDC will review the Neighbourhood Plan and if
it meets requirements, it will then be publicised
for consultation
WDC submit for independent examination
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Referendum
Final Plan

Modify or not? ( WDC may make modifications
to the Neighbourhood Plan before the
referendum to ensure that it complies with the
recommendations of the examiner's report)
Hold Parish Referendum
Plan Adoption by WDC
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Hailsham Town Council Neighbourhood Plan (NP)
It’s

YOUR

Town

Have

YOUR

Say

Shape

YOUR

Future

Hailsham Neighbourhood Plan Team
Helping Build A Better Future For Hailsham
BACKGROUND
Neighbourhood planning gives communities direct power to develop a shared vision for their
neighbourhood and shape the development and growth of their local area.
Working inside the Wealden Local Plan Hailsham's Neighbourhood Plan can help focus on
where new homes, shops and offices are to be built, what we want new buildings to look like
and what infrastructure should be provided, and grant planning permission for the new
buildings they want to see go ahead.
9,380 NEW HOUSES… Let’s use the legal power and standing of a Neighbourhood Plan to
shape Hailsham for a stronger and more prosperous future.
The Neighbourhood Plan will de developed within the context of the Wealden Local Plan,
national & local planning policies and requirements. Once the plan is formally adopted by the
District Council it carries significant planning weight to help ensure that future Hailsham
development takes place in a managed, planned and co-ordinated way.

THE NP TEAM (alphabetical order)
Charlotte Collinson - Conservative
Sharon Cottingham - Liberal Democrat
Paul Holbrook - Liberal Democrat
Mary Laxton - Independent
Glen Moore - Conservative
John Puttick - Independent
Paul Soane - Independent - CHAIRPERSON
Craig Tasane - Liberal Democrat
Chris Triandafyllou - Conservative
TOTAL: 9 Town Councillors
Virginia Browne
Steve Cross
Helen Deehan
TOTAL: 3 Residents Ex Officio
Residents feel it is appropriate to have a consistency, continuity and no political bias from the
council team representing the neighbourhood plan and would therefore keep the current team
but increase resident representation. There needs to be recruitment for new residents to join
the team.
There needs to be a review over voting rights of Ex-officios.

NP TEAM MISSION
To formulate and deliver a Neighbourhood plan that reflects the views and visions of those
living within the agreed parish boundaries. By statute the Neighbourhood Planning facility will
provide the community of Hailsham with a real and genuine opportunity to influence the shape
of the town for the benefit of current and future generations.
The NP Team must complete the NP at the same time as Wealden's HAAP.

NP TEAM RATIONALLE
The team need to acquire proportionate, robust evidence which will influence and support the
choices made and the approach taken by the Neighbourhood Planning team. The emerging
Wealden District Council development plan will bring unprecedented challenges and change to
Hailsham in terms of numbers of new houses. The NP team must Engage, Enthuse & Energise
Hailsham residents to speak up and be part of the Neighbourhood Plan development to shape
the towns future.

NP TIMELINE
• Setup our own website ASAP
• Positioning of NP Team within HTC to be announced on website, facebook page with links to
our own digital media. All communication approved by the chair.
• Burgess Hill Meeting - 18th March 2016
• NP Team Meeting - Agree Marketing Plan & This timeline 21st March 2016
• There is an urgency to achieve delegated authority - case to be presented at Full Town 30th
March 2016
• Annual Town Council Meeting - 19th April 2016
• Appointment of consultant - imminent

NP PUBLIC CONSULTATION
Whilst Hailsham has seen growth over previous years, NEVER has it seen such large scale
development over a short period of time which is proposed in the Wealden Local Plan. The NP
team as part of the council have a duty to build strong and positive links with the community and
stakeholders. The NP team must engage with its residents on all levels. A strong and focused
public consultation is needed.
Our mission for public consultation is to have 5,000 completed Surveys either digitally or paper
completions. The survey will give us key direction on current feeling and clear direction on
future need in the eyes of residents.
• STAKEHOLDER MEETINGS - It is envisaged that a representative from the NP Team will
arrange to meet and visit these key stakeholders.
- To be agreed by group.
• PUBLIC CONSULTATION - There is a huge time constraint against the team to deliver the NP
by end of November to ensure that the ‘true’ voices of Hailsham are heard at the same time as
Wealdens HAAP plan delivery. With limited resources we have to create a simple and
accessible approach to engaging with residents to complete surveys in order to achieve the
NP Mission.
Marketing Events
1. Popup Shop in Hailsham for 3 weeks, draw on council funded Hailsham Works to assist with
questionnaire.
2. Two Events at Freedom Leisure Soft Play on a Saturday morning to engage with families
3. School Network - Engage with all schools to distribute questionnaires, with an incentive
which. We will give £0.25p to every completed form within the school. Questionnaires will be
specifically tagged for schools. With primary targeting parents and secondary targeting
pupils.

Direct Marketing
- Questionnaire sent to 12,000 households
Digital Marketing
- Questionnaire online

AWARENESS/COMMUNICATION STRATEGY
DIGITAL STRATEGY
Recommended approach is a simple wordpress website with dynamic pages. This would be
recommended to ensure low cost, low maintenance and quick setup. We would then ask HTC to
post on the social media pages with links to this website at our request.
Recommend the council buy www.HailshamNP.Org.UK and
www.HailshamNeighbourhoodPlan.Org.Uk
Utilise Survery Monkey to ensure we reach a younger demographic and those who are less likely
to be able to attend events.
HTC NP AREA
There should be an area within HTC offices made available to residents with print outs and other
information all of which is included in our own website
PRINT & PRESS
For a half page advert to be taken out in key press. Eastbourne Herald & Sussex Express are the
key publications according to statistics on circulation in Hailsham. Eastbourne Independent is a
free press and with the distribution should also be considered.

NP IDENTITY & TONE OF VOICE
There must be a clear identity in conjunction with the council for the NP TEAM. Residents must
know that this is a team dedicated to THEIR views.
There is a great deal of apathy in the town, a no jargon approach must be adopted for ease of
understanding which is a complex issue.
Communication messaging must be simple with a key deliverable from residents e.g. complete
this survey, attend this event etc.
An alternative methodology must be available for those with disabilities.

ESTIMATE COSTS
• CONSULTANT BUDGET - £30,000
• BUDGET FOR NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN - £15,000 (£11,500 rounded total below costs)
- Burgess Hill Trip - £200
- Display boards/printed maps etc for public consultations - £1,000
- Leaflet for Annual Town Council Meeting - £150 +VAT
- School Incentive Fund - MAX £1,000 (based on 3,000 pupils at 25p £750)
- Survey Printed 12,000 A4 double sided - £785 +VAT / £150+VAT Artwork if needed
- GP Surgery Adverts - £1,352 per year will be part of broader HTC communication strategy
- Estate agent style boards to be put in gardens and key places 20 @£40 each - £800
- Large Vinyl Banners Have Your Say - 3 @ £125 = £375
- Pop Up Shop & Furniture cost - £3,250 (insurance not included HTC broader policy)
- NP badges/lanyards/stationary/promotional material for popupshop - £300
- Cost of Family activity ( Freedom Leisure Events) £250
- Design, domain, wordpress and hosting - £150 (HTC & NP team to contribute to updates.)
- Survey Distribution & Free Post Returns license & returns 5,000 estimate - £1,700 (max cost
£3950)
- Survey Money setup costs £25

APPENDIX
Community Groups
Age Concern
3UA
Hailsham Church Network (5 Churches)
Hailsham Historic Society
Hailsham Photographic Society
HOPS
WI
Top Club
MI Club
Brownies
Rainbows
Guides
Beavers
Scouts
Boys brigade
Air Cadets
Hailsham Youth Club
Hailsham Works

APPENDIX
DEMOGRAPHY & TARGET GROUPS
Hailsham has a registered population of 28,250 across an estimated 12,000 households
Hailsham is the second least deprived locality in Coastal Community

Hailsham Resident Age Breakdown
Adults

23,433

Age 15-24

3,069

13.10%

Age 25-34

2,660

11.35%

Age 35-44

2,969

12.67%

Age 45-54

3,870

16.52%

Age 55-64

3,519

15.02%

Age 65-74

3,804

16.23%

Age 75+

3,542

15.12%

Over 55

46.37%

SOURCE: JSNA Data 2012 & nsdatabase & JICREG data as at 01/11/2015

(As at 30.06.16)
Neighbourhood Plan Expenditure (balance sheet) 1st April 2016 to 31st March 2017

Budget Income for 2016/17

Budget Expenditure for 2016/17
Bal C/Fwd from 15/16
Funding from Reserves
Total Available

Funds Allocated - Income
Date

430.00
19370.00
60000.00
79800.00

Expenditure
Details

Value

Date
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

06.04.16
05.05.16
13.05.16
26.05.16
31.05.16
01.06.16
09.06.16
09.06.16
14.06.16
03.06.16
17.06.16
23.06.16

Details

Paid to
date

Footprint re Advert Materials
250.00
Masters re Van Hire
3460.00
Footprint re Advert Materials
269.00
Footprint re Survey Sheets
380.00
Hobbycraft re Post Boxes
130.00
Zurich Municipal re Van Insurance 251.85
Rare Repro re Flags & Banners
548.00
Footprint re Artwork & Survey
380.00
David Herbert re NHP Leaflet Delivery
1200.00
Survey Monkey re Fees
21.67
Footprint re Survey Sheets
198.00
Fieldskill Ltd re Pens for NHP Bus
9.99

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

total income

0.00 :

total expenditure

Remaining Budget

Accounts sheet total (income)

0.00

7098.51

72701.49

Accounts Sheet total (expenditure)

7098.51

21311
21351
21718
21732
21735
21740
21773
21774
21784
DC
21788
21796
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50%
Part 2: Expression of Interest Form
Congratulations you are eligible to apply to the Neighbourhood Planning Programme.
Please click next and complete your details to complete the Expression of Interest Form.
Please check your spellings carefully as any misspelt names may invalidate your
application.
About your organisation
* Name of Neighbourhood Planning Organisation
Please ensure you add the full formal name of your organisation. Please do not use acronyms
or "&".
If you have previously applied to us for support please ensure you use the exact same
organisation name.
Hailsham Town Council
Organisation Address:
* Address 1
Inglenook, Market Street
Address 2
Hailsham
* Post Code
BN27 2AE
* County
East Sussex
* Region
South East



Website:
http://www.hailsham-tc.gov.uk/
5. * Please indicate the type of qualifying body of your organisation
Please note that if you are in an area with a Parish or Town Council, you cannot be a
neighbourhood forum.

http://survey.clicktools.com/app/survey/response.jsp?num=2

12/07/2016
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7. * Are there any other groups in your proposed neighbourhood area working on a
neighbourhood plan?
Yes
No
Contact Details
Please provide details for the main point of contact for completing the application form and click
next.
* First Name

* Last Name

John

Harrison

* Position in organisation
Town Clerk
* Email Address
Please ensure your email address is correct. The application form will be sent to this email.
john.harrison@hailsham-tc.gov.uk
* Daytime Telephone Number (landline)
If we need to contact you about your Expression of Interest or subsequent application
assessment, we will use this number or email the email address provided.
01323 841702
Mobile Number
Without spaces between numbers.
07443615811

« Back

http://survey.clicktools.com/app/survey/response.jsp?num=2

Next »

12/07/2016
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7. * Does your neighbourhood plan area have a population of over 25,000 people.

If you don't know the population of your area you can either speak to your Local Authority or find out further information here - https://neighbourhood.statistics.gov.uk. Please cut and paste this link into yo
Yes
No
8. * Please provide the population size and source.
e.g. 2011 Census.
20,436 (2011 Census)
9. * Are you seeking or proposing to use a Neighbourhood Development Order?

A Neighbourhood Development Order (NDO) is a means for Parish/Town councils or Neighbourhood Forums to grant planning permission for certain kinds of development within a specified area. For example, in historic areas, a Neighbourhood Development Order cou
just for a part of the Neighbourhood Area. Once granted there would be no need for anyone to apply to the Local Planning Authority for Planning permission if it is the type of development covered by the order.
was the first Town to create a Neighbourhood Development Order. You can find out further information on these here
http://www.allerdale.gov.uk/downloads/ndo_leaflet.pdf

Yes
No
10. * Are you thinking of producing a BUSINESS Neighbourhood Development Plan?

Business Neighbourhood Plans:
Most neighbourhood areas will not be a designated business area even if they have a substantial element of commercial activity. This is because the test to be designated as a business neighbourhood are is a high one. Only is an area is wholly or predominantly
they determine the Neighbourhood Area Application and will be very dependent on the precise nature of the particular neighbourhood. The big impact of the designation is that, once the Plan or Order has passed examination it will be tested by not one, but two referend
Local Authority to decide whether they should bring the Plan or Order into legal force.

Yes
No
11. * Are you seeking to allocate more than 500 homes in your Neighbourhood Plan?
Yes
No
12. * Please provide evidence of the proposed allocation of housing.
This could either be from your local housing needs assessment or in the adopted or emerging local plan.
9830
13. * Does the Local Authority have an up to date adopted local plan?

The Local Plan is the name for the collection of documents prepared by your Local Planning Authority for the future development of the local area. You can find out if your Local Planning Authority has an up to date adopted Local Plan by speaking to them directly. You
http://www.planningportal.gov.uk/wps/portal/!
ut/p/c5/04_SB8K8xLLM9MSSzPy8xBz9CP0os3hzF0tnJydDRwN3_yBnA08jT6dACwtPIwNnU6B8JG55A1OKdBsQ0B0Oci1-2_HKG0DkDXAARwN9P4_83FT9SP0oc4QpBkbBpkBTjM19PIM8DA0sTPUjc1LTE5Mr9QtyQyMMMgMyAh0VFQFL2RKR/dl3/d3L0lJSklna2tra0



No

14. * Please explain the amount of housing you are seeking to allocate and the amount specified in the local plan.

* Are you anticipating to allocate housing in excess of the estimated need (e.g. by the Local Authority) for your neighbourhood area?
Yes
No
15. * Please explain the amount of housing you are seeking to allocate and the amount of housing need.
The amount of housing need could either be from your local housing needs assessment or in the adopted or emerging local plan.

16. * Having looked up your area on the link in the guidance in terms of the level of deprivation, do you live within an area of high deprivation?

The Indices of Multiple Deprivation (IMD) shows us levels of deprivation across England. Geographical areas are ranked and scored across a whole range of poverty indicators. To answer this question accurately please cut and paste this link into your internet browser
On the webpage, enter your postcode in the box. The decile number in this box is the area’s IMD score.

If 30% or more of your Neighbourhood Area has an IMD score of 1 or 2 the area has a high level of deprivation and you need to answer "yes" to this question. If less than 30% of your Neighbourhood Area has an IMD score of 1 or 2, please answer "no" to this question

[Please Select] 
17. * Does your area have a particularly diverse community? How many different ethnic groups live in your proposed neighbourhood area?
Less than 5
5 or more
Please provide further comment.
Although the area is predominantly
white, there is a high proportion of




18. * Does your Neighbourhood Area have a highly transient community?
By this we mean does a significant percentage of the population (30%) move in and out of your community on an annual basis?
Yes
No
19. * Is your Neighbourhood Plan Area across 3 or more borough, district or local authority boundaries?
Yes
No
20. * Please tell us where you heard about the Programme?

http://survey.clicktools.com/app/survey/response.jsp?num=3
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AECOM
DCLG
Event
Local Planning Authority
Locality
Search Engine
Social Media
Word of mouth
Billboard/ bus stop poster
Advert in local paper
Online advert
Streetlife
Radio advert
Other

« Back

http://survey.clicktools.com/app/survey/response.jsp?num=3

Next »
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